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Dear brethren and new friends,
First, please allow me to apologize that my emails are coming far and few between these days, but the ol' grey
mare, she ain't what she used t' be! ὠ
So I thank all of you for your patience, but with that now shared...

Recently I've had constructive occasion to revisit the relevance of a section of Isaiah chapter 6 with a
few folks among you, and would like to now send out this email as a nice new cache of amunition for all
the rest of you, to help show that yes, there are even more New Testament verifications for YHWH's law
and Kingdom, where it is clearly instructed to be preached as if such a kingdom should be a real-life
expectation in our time, and this, as opposed to the many Caesar-loyal naysayers out there who feel that
YHWH's/Yeshua's kingdom is not for our own time or present world, not "good enough", "too old
fashioned", etc.
If you will turn to Isaiah 6 with me, please read the section beginning at around verse 9, and we'll find
Isaiah being instructed to preach to a nation that is obviously not going to pay him any mind. They will
hear indeed, but will not understand. Isaiah's preaching of repentance to his time's reluctant and
similarly apostate nation will cause them to shut their eyes, lest they should see with their eyes, hear
with their ears, understand with their hearts, and be healed.
Isaiah then surely would rather not wish to accept such a painful task as this, but clearly in obedience,
he foregoes his discomfort in facing such a commission and merely wishes to know how long this must
be carried out, knowing that he will likely suffer more in his heart during such a time than those that will
have to hear this message of impending doom themselves.
He is then given a bleak response by the Father that he will have to preach this reproof till this nation will
be utterly wasted and desolate. Then under what I see as "case law consistent" prophecy warnings, and
as was similarly executed judgment during the exodus for forty years (see Joshua 5:6), we too, will
apparently be seeing a similar "cleansing" being our own period of increasing judgment/troubles for us
as we also become a more thoroughly wasted, desolate and thus a civil-war-prone polarized people
ourselves, that is, unless enough of those who may still have some remaining faith or "talents" might yet
wake up with more urgency than their modern day synagogues are apparently teaching them and switch
loyalties from their various worldly associations with the world, to a more noble, true reverence for their
King of kings (and we'll get to that issue in a moment as well).
But the fact remains, that many ask me why so few seem to want to do as we are doing, which is
removing ourselves from all of the official government-anointed churches and state ties and are instead
gathering in such small (and presently unpopular) remnants like our own here. They ask this because,
as the distracted multitudes deduce things under their worldly-conditioned pragmatic ways of thinking,

that there should be a majority consensus on everything in life based on what government god has
trained them to think. The question is then delivered to those of us here something like this: "If you guys
really have it nailed, dwaine, then why aren't thousands or even millions of believers beating a path to your
doors?" But that's exactly why the Father is so wroth with us to begin with, is it not? ...as it has always
been the impure and world-compromising multitudes that always grow in membership size, while at the
same time shrinking further and further away from Father in loophole-seeking disobedience, and thereby
causing Father's rising anger each time the pendulum swing is headed in such a worsening direction as
it is today! ...is this not even just common sense that its the "children of disobedience" (Eph 2:2) that
are trying Father's patience with us, not those of us who love His law of brotherly harmony?
My friends, even Scripture itself tells us that its not going to be the rare remaining obedient believer who
"departeth from evil and maketh himself a prey (or "a target" for the sinful multitudes, ref Isaiah 59:15)"
that will be angering the Father! ...and especially not to a point of wrath as huge as this one we're in!
...make sense?
If millions were faithfully following this great God, and were actually pleasing Him in their idolotrous
compromised state somehow, then why would He, a most fair and just King of all kings, be letting so
much evil come down upon His people as we're finding? No, my friends, this is exactly why YHWH is not
showering us with candy and roses, because there are far too many numbers of us that are guilty of
some pretty serious transgressions against this great God, where very few out of that huge number are
able to then understand the gravity of the corner that we had all jointly painted ourselves into over the
years, and we did it by doing just that---abandoning all His laws of how to love one another!
And its not just this ministry who seem so "peculiar" in such times of mass iniquity, but a few other
serious remnants that I've run into over time that have similarly "departed from evil" as well, as just as
we are pointing out here in this study today, it is foretold that very few will understand these things of the
Father and Son in these days due to a great apostacy--a massive willful ignorance towards our duty and
responsibility to Father's law, where many, and I mean many, would much rather prefer to take their
chances with their greater numbered multitudes who, by consensus not Scripture, make one another feel
comforted that they are all better off in their larger groups who (as they see it...) "...aren't angering
government god as badly as those uncompromising fanatics are tempting government god these days". But
that's our point here today, folks... They are basically saying that they'd rather not anger government
god, than the One who truly holds their lives and even eternities in His hands! Is that a wise way to focus
one's loyalties, especially when its so apparent that we're already being mass exterminated by this ever
worsening government god anyway?
So, many of us are asking ourselves, "Why can't these people see this!?" Well, that's just what we will
show today, because they've tempted YHWH to walk away from them, thus forcing YHWH to also
remove His gift of the Holy Spirit from them, a Spirit that had otherwise been there to proportionally
dispense upon the more faithful of them, an amazing deeper ability to see such things!
In Isaiah 6, we see the first publishing of this specific warning to mankind that would again be repeated
later in the New Testament in several interesting places. We find the same worded warning in sections
such as the book of Matthew, the book of John (a book that many "New Testament Only" churches today
even yet strongly recommend as a starting point for their rapture-following assemblies, btw) and in the
book of Acts, where Paul's speech to the chiefs of the Jews yet stands as an undeniable testimony to
Father's law under Moses and is impossible to disconnect from Isaiah's warning as well. Thus the
warning, even in N.T times, is STILL about us being in disobedience to Father's law.
So again I stress that these are all New Testament verses that are endorsing an Old Testament warning,

thus also silencing the "New Testament only crowd" from their own cries that the Old Testament is
somehow no longer valid. And although there are many N.T. verses that we could connect here, we
needn't touch on all of them today, because we'll need only to look at a few, beginning with Acts 28:23,
where the text shows Paul addressing "many" of the chief Jews as he was expounding and testifying for
the kingdom of YHWH, "persuading them, both out of the law of Moses, and out of the Prophets, from
morning till evening."
Added note: By the time of the apostolic era, the Jews were already heavily into following many new
micro-managing laws come creeping into their society over time becoming their own talmudic-leaning
law system, that was largely but quietly cabbalistic in foundation, where we believe today that many of
the Jewish leadership were secretly in bed with the Roman leadership for money and power just as so
many so-called Christian church leaders are today. The original Laws of Moses had, by that time, been
extremely corrupted and almost completely nullified by over-riding lust favoring talmudic and
roman/pagan laws that could in many ways be compared to the many ways that we've been drawn into
a literal worship (first place obedience) of our own "we the people" gods (politicians) and laws of our
own day.
As was recorded so clearly and so long ago, Paul was reiterating for many exhaustive hours (morning to
evening) what Isaiah had been up against, which was a reminder to them about how there were yet
again in Paul's time, many who would no longer accept the hearing of this "kingdom of YHWH", where
just as Father then sent Isaiah to give one final warning in his day, so too was it given to Paul and the
apostles, and now us, to encourage and warn all who call themselves by His name to either truly convert
to, and be an actual living sacrifice and testimony for, this kingdom of our Creator, or else be left behind
by YHWH Himself, to then have to face, on their own now, whatever may come for them of the increasing
evil kingdoms of the world.
And as if this is not enough for both the "Law is dead" crowd, and the "no kingdom of God till Christ
arrives" crowd, we then have more to offer their minds and hearts with here:
Another interesting parallel, is how in verse 28 of Acts 28, we find that Paul is reminding/warning the
Jewish world around him that, even though they (the Jews) would not hear this, that the
Gentiles would hear these things, showing the Jews of that time that they should fear such a thought, as
it meant that they could be, and WOULD BE, literally replaced by the Father in the blessings department.
One would think that this would scare any serious believer to death in ANY generation, agreed? Yet here
we are in our own time wondering: has not the Father pretty much given up on the masive churchianity
compromisers just like He had given up on the Jews who were not willing to reform? And because so
few today who say they call themselves by that name, are actually willing to reform? ...and so because
there ARE so few of us that are excitedly willing to properly attend the wedding banquet (see
Matt.22:11)... ? ... Have many of us not therefore been "going out into the highways and hedges" looking
for people, any people, who might yet be willing to come properly attired to fill the wedding banquet of
the Lamb? Today, just as Nicodemus was shown to be one of their Jewish leadership that essentially
"escapes" his day's angry mob of disbelieving Jewish brethren, to then unashamedly follow the Messiah
(himself being grateful to have been offered a humble seat at this newly announced banquet) some
today are also escaping their beloved beast church/state machinery to also properly array and ready
themselves for their own trusting marriage to this great KING of kings, and... at a level of respect
whereupon He was to be properly understood of course... as a true King over us, sent of the living God.
In John 12 we see this very same Isaiah message of YHWH "blinding their eyes and hardening their
hearts that they should not see", fully repeated again and this time it is also used in connection with a
verse showing how many people "did not confess him (Yeshua), lest they be put out

of [their] synagogue. For they loved the praise of men more than the praise of YHWH" (John 12:40-42).
[NOTE: How many folks do we know who won't leave their big congregations and assemblies because
they fear losing their feeling of security in their "fellowship", even when they know that their church is
going against some or many laws of the Father? I myself have had MANY give me this almost exact
same worded "fellowship" response over the years, and easily, five or six people in just the last month or
so, putting their fellowship, church singing and other country club type benefits above a proper,
disciplined respect for their King of kings. Remember that "friendship with the world is enmity against
YHWH"]
Yeshua also then in the following verses ties that back to how, if you love Him, you then must also love
and know the Father, and "whosoever believeth on me should not abide in darkness"(v46), again
impressing on them that He and the Father are inseparably one, having the very same law system, ready
to govern "on earth as it is in heaven", as the true light of the world.
Now, Nicodemus was not like those who sought after the praise of men, such men being loyal to one's
fellowship, but he was a daring exception like some of us might now be seen, where he didn't concern
himself with what his fellow "church members" might think of him, but he, being better focused, had
more decidedly wanted to follow and revere what he then saw to be his true Messiah, his true... KING of
kings.
Are we to think that Paul, having clearly written this documented record of this issue long after Yeshua's
resurrection, would have somehow forgotten to omit the Father's law for us? ...especially now that the
Messiah had supposedly already come and had given them some kind of "new dispensation" before he
ascended back up into heaven, as many of us were taught in our jesuit-run church systems? No. I don't
think so, my friends.
But there's yet one more passage I'd like to add to this study today, which is covered by Matthew 13 (the
whole chapter actually), where we see a huge treasure chest of examples of how this "hardening of the
hearts" and "transferral of previously given talents" is directly tied to one who either accepts or rejects
this KING of kings' literal reign over them.
After Yeshua begins with a few introductory lines into the parable of the sower, we then see that the
following verses (10-17) are yet another repeat of the very same warning of Isaiah, where Yeshua again
Himself also confirms what I have also been trying desperately to tie-in for many folks over the years,
which is that our "talents" (Holy Spirit wisdom) would be amplified in those of us who show that we are
willing to be ruled over by our [present] KING of kings [as opposed to sitting on our duffs waiting for Him to
physically come to earth and somehow essentially 'force us' to come out from among the entire church/state
heathen law system and unexcitedly obey the Father's system. No, that's not Father's character. we are to
want to embrace that system, meaning now, and without being 'forced'. We are to love Father's moral character
as if a most righteous, firm, but yet tenderhearted earthly father should be loved, right now].
Messiah, in going to great lengths and examples to show this then, and beginning at verse 18, goes on to
tie the value of our talents and the kingdom together with six more examples of how to envision the
importance of diligently seeking and living out the Father's kingdom, and... while we now still have that
chance, meaning ... while we can still yet be counted as His true dear children! In verse 17 He began His
sentence with the word, "For" in continuing His thoughts (meaning, that the following examples He gives
are explicitly connected to what He was already speaking about in both the first parable and he repeat of
Isaiah's warning; thus "case law consistent" prophecy being shown here). He then gives no less than a
total of seven parable examples in one sitting in that chapter, illustrating what the kingdom of YHWH is

likened unto. He gives us enough examples so that there can be absolutely no mistake, that those who
seek His authority and governance with all their hearts (and right away, meaning now in this lifetime) will
be the ones rewarded with such a wholesome governance system when it is ready for us, which looks to
be very soon, generationally, by the way.
I will leave Matthew 13's further examples up to all of you to see the many other remaining detailed
connections that are there that should help the more observant of you to see what we see happening in
our world today, but in verses 42 & 50 (and even in other wording in verse 30) we see yet as we do in the
story of the talents, which is that those who do not affectionately gravitate to, and thereby fully submit
to, our KING of kings' reign over them will be cast into a furnace where there will be weeping and
gnashing of teeth, which is sadly what we essentially now see in many that we know who are too fearful
to stand with this same KING of kings in our own tyrannical times.
These new puzzle pieces should help most of you to better convince your lukewarm/churchianity/501c3
friends that both YHWH and His Son mean business here and will surely follow through on what is
warned, where perhaps a new respect might appear in our friends' attitude with each new evidence we
show them of their growing danger, should they not repent of their disrespect for their Creator's laws of
love, and reform while they still may have the chance.
Remember that those who had been deceived by the beast system into receiving [accepting/holding on
to] the mark of the beast, who had worshipped his image (obeyed its paper edicts, etc) will be cast ALIVE
into a lake of fire burning with fire and brimstone (Rev.19:20). Are not all of our friends who won't do any
reforming but are weeping and gnashing their teeth at us... yet alive and still with us?
And when we also understand that YHWH's Word "is like as a fire" (Jer. 23:29) and that many today are
feeling the heat of this law on their nagging consciences, and even taking it out on us, is it not possible
that they may have already been "cast into outer darkness, where yes, there is actually already this
weeping and gnashing of teeth"? ...where "outer darkness" surely means they have been cast out of the
Savior's light, Himself again being "the light of the world" (John 8:12)! Yeshua is clearly the light of the
(about-to-arrive) new Jerusalem in prophecy, see Revelation 21:23,24.
Paul also wrote in 2 Corinthians 4:2-6:
"But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost: in whom the God of this world hath blinded the
minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Yeshua, who is the image of
YHWH, should shine unto them. For we preach not ourselves, but Yeshua the King, and ourselves your
servants for Yeshua's sake. For Elohiym, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined
in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of YHWH in the face of Yeshua ha
Messhiach."
This passage helps to connect many other related aspects as well, including the denying of any glory or
praise of "self", where those in this light would more willingly be almost automatic and gleeful in bowing
to the full before this Holy God and Savior in a self-less acceptance as if He's yes, a perfectly delivered
literal king over them, and... right now!
Are the greater numbers of frustrated lukewarm people then not the multiple millions or billions that are
perhaps actually fulfilling that very prophecy in a spiritual way even as we speak here today? Are they
not already "cast into a [spiritual] lake of fire", having not been found to be also shining this glorious light
of YHWH's kingdom/governance along with us? ...and both by word and deed? Have they been using
that granted light (talents) to help shine glory onto themselves, rather than towards the Father for the
kingdom's sake? Are all these many passages confirming that these people are all having their light
taken away from them all around us? Are these folks now forever trapped in this YHWH-less, dark realm

that we do not yet understand the full metaphysics of? ...and can they still pull themselves out of this
situation with the right change of heart? ...or is it too late in that respect as well, with YHWH also
hardening those hearts, as if they are now locked in an eternal prison, forever separated from the
warmth of their loving God? Is this why they so weep and gnash their teeth towards us as they often
do? Have they been frozen in the edict of Revelationn 22:11, perhaps? Only YHWH knows the answers
to the remaining questions that trouble those of us who have made it safely to the Father's true, "lovegoverned" jurisdictional territories, while we weep for our own loved ones and friends not knowing if their
own hearts can ever be yanked back into the safety of the Savior's light now, many of them being almost
literally irresponsive to facts and knowledge as if zombies, or as if they are in some kind of a coma, and
tragically but mysteriously pulled along down that road to perdition as if on a tractor beam on a
deceptive but straight course into what might be an eternally permanent captivity of the beast world's
most cruel design.
I am reminded of our own song here called, "Captive Hearts" that laments over those we love who are
seemingly and yet hopelessly held captive by the deceptive ways of the world that they must have more
desirously chosen inside, while they are now being simultaneously tormented in that they no longer feel
at peace or truly loved by their Creator. Captive hearts are like buried gold. Yet these hearts are all
voluntarily buried in their own chosen captivity, having unknowingly perhaps, forever lost their talents to
the more fruitful, having fearfully buried their talents in the ground.
So in summary of the greater intent of my study to you folks here today, if you have friends who are yet
listening to your cries to come out from among this wicked world to then be redeemed via a complete
return back to the Father (but they then curiously never seem to make any such moves .... ) we then
might want to ponder Isaiah 6 in our minds again, and face the reality of how it seems clear that what
we've been saying here for over ten years now is being confirmed in Scripture in even more increasing
ways where it appears that yes, this is truly happening folks, where YHWH has literally been withdrawing
His Spirit from soul after soul worldwide who are not genuinely seeking Him with "all their heart, all their
mind, all their strength, and all their soul". It seems inevitable that if they don't pull themselves together
and do all that they can to try and "snap themselves out of it" (out of the world's many forms of
distracting carnally based mind control tactics under satan), then they may never make it with us who
understand the seriousness of standing in a complete trust and faith in Him, because again: "Without
faith it is impossible to please him".
As it was in the days of Noah, some will be taken and some left. (With "taken" meaning taken away in
today's similar deluge of death and destruction, not in some secret snatch away rapture, by the way) And
determining which are which among those we know and meet is not so hard to tell these days, as those
who truly love Him also love and enjoy working towards the reforms, as it gives them great peace when
they sweep every newly discovered error behind them in their lives!
I hope that this message was of some value for all of you and I pray that it will help us get some of our
remaining friends over the hump, faith-wise, in helping them give their all for YHWH, and His Son's
present Kingdom, alleluiah?
Thank you for your ears and hearts today!
_______
In YHWH's perfect law of love that was cast in stone for our own protection, I wish each one who seeks
Him, this most perfect peace of being a faithful citizen in His kingdom, and again, right now, not years
from now, alleluiah?
dwaine

_______
If you received this email forwarded from a friend and would like to be added to this list, feel free to
simply email me personally and ask for such at dwaine@bcmin.us
to unsubscribe, one need only to type "unsubscribe" in the subject line and return to us.

